NOW FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY  7.99 &nbsp 6.99! Are you ready for a challenge? If so, then enjoy our 60 challenging LARGE PRINT word search puzzles to test your skills and exercise the brain! Each puzzle contains 15 different word finds on a 15 x 15 letter grid. This book provides hours of stress relief and word search fun for all ages and skill levels. Good luck! Word Search Book Details: Large print Easy on the eyes 15 x 15 letter grids 15 words in each puzzle Over 800 words to find! 8.5" x 11" book sizeÂ Solutions included in the back Great price! Have fun!
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**Customer Reviews**

This book frustrated us until we realized that pages 19 and 20 were each missing two rows of letters. We could not complete all words because of that defect. A bit angry that such poor quality workmanship exists. Also had a foul word to search that should never have been used.

the large print book has puzzles that are more difficult as well as easier to read. somewhat of an advanced book over the small print .

Fairy simple and easy puzzles. Still good to get the brain thinking

Perfect for me. This book is great for large print.
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